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OVERTIME
CHIME
McLeod shoots out last light
by Erik Cassano
THt
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I ans storm the court after a
Keiih McLeod three-pointer
seals a dramatic win over a team
that beat them on the road last
year.
Yeah, that was the Michigan
H.iiiie, too.

Chris Schooler BG Nem

TIME AND TIME AGAIN: Falcon guard Keith McLeod brings down a
rebound over UNC-Wilmington center Craig Callahan. McLeod hit
the game-winning three-pointer with 4.3 seconds left in overtime.

Keith McLeod sealed his reputation as Bowling Green's go-to
guy in clutch situations in the
final seconds of last night's 8483 overtime victory over the
University of North CarolinaWilmington In Anderson Arena.
With less than 10 seconds to go
and trailing 83-81. McLeod
freed himself up at the top of the
key. got a pass, squared up and
let fly. The ball hit the bottom of
the net, and the BG crowd
launched into a Michiganesque frenzy that didn't end
until die fans poured onto the
court following a UNCW leaner
that kicked off the rim as time
expired.
The Michigan game officially
has n rival for most exciting
game of the year in fan debates.
"I don't mind being the guy

that takes the last shot," McLeod
said. "If we lose you can put it all
on me It really doesn't matter.
But I didn't want to let my teammates down."
McLeod's
three-pointer
capped a see-saw battle in overtime. The Falcons fought
through seven lead changes and
two tics in the extra period alone
to outscorc the UNCW
Seahawks 11-10. Nine of those
points came on three pointers.
Erik Crawford and Brandon
Pardon hit from beyond the arc
in the period's first two minutes
Crawford fouled out following
his three, sending the Seahawks'
Stewart Hate to the free-throw
line, lie canned both, giving
UNCW a 77-7(1 lead with 3:46 to
play.
Pardon's three was followed
by a Tim Bui nolle lay-up that
tied the game 79-79. Len Matela
took a feed inside and dropped
the ball in to push BCi back out
in front 81 -79, but IINCW got its
own long-distance stroke, a
three from the hand of Craig

Ryan shot a loose cannon three
from NBA range and missed. B( i
had to force a foul, sending Brett
Blizzard to the line, lie split the
pair, giving UNCW the 83-81
lead with 13 seconds left.
"That was not a good shot
and he'll be punished," Dakich
said of Ryan.
Mcleod's teammates, intentionally or not. paved the way
for him to be the hero of the
moment. Alter the game, amid
the waterfall of emotion, he
embraced his cousin. Frank
McLeod.
"My family really doesn't get
to come up her much to the
games," he said. "My uncle
conies to the games, my cousins
come to the games. When they
got to see me do that. I was like,
'man."'
Close games have become a
way of life for BG this season,
and McLeod bits become the
ringmaster of the bedlam, a
squelcher of stomach acid and
pi e\ enter of sleepless nights for
coach L)an Dakich. Heading

Callahan to put itself in front 8281. Then, off a time out, Corv

FALCONS, PAGE 3

Union construction continues
by Will E. Sanders
thl BG h[*S

The late aftet rv ion sun shined
through the windows ol the new
ballroom in the BowenThompson Student Union. In
the far comer of the room a
worker Wlliked over to a radio
and turned it oil. Mis shadow
transformed on the wooden
planks to triple his size as he
walked across the floor; then
suddenly it vanished. Soon all of
the workers at the new Student
Union will vanish, and students
• will take their place for the first
'. time in over two years.
The new Union is almost
empty past live o'clock in the
evening. Aftet die stall of the
new semester, when the Union
officially opens, it will not lx' that
way.
Soon students will be walking
on the lerrazzo flooring with a
mother of pearl inlay on the first
floor, which only wears 1/8 of an
inch in 50 yean, and carpet that
will cover most of the upper level
hallways and office suites
The first floor is where the
Falcon's Nest will be located. It
will house several different types
of food to choose from, such as
pizza, soups, steak, pasta, and
even a Wendy's. Students will be
able to use their bursar food
account on all of the restaurants
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Hunt for
al-Qaida
steps up
TORA BORA, Afghanistan (API
— Afghan tribal lighters battled
their way through mortal and
machine-gun fire yesterday and
pushed Osama bin Laden loyal
ists from a strategic mountain valley leading to an underground
complex where the tenor suspect
may be hiding.
B-52s and other American warplanes battered al-Qaida mortar
positions on the moiinlaintops us
the Afghan fighters — helped by
U.S. special forces — seized caves
m the Milawa valley in the White
Mountains. A commander said
forces loyal to bin Laden bad been
pushed back to the main complex
ai lora Bora about a mile away,
U.S. Marines also intensified
their hunt for Taliban leader -and
members of the al-Qaida tenor
network around the southern i iiy
of Kandahar — the other region
where Afghan and American offiAL-QAIDA. PAGE 3

Adult
learners
more
common
by Debra Beal
TH( BG NEWS

Jeft Hindenich BG News Archives

PLOWING AHEAD: Construction workers will continue renovation of the Student Union over winter break.

in the Falcon's Nest.
'Fhe bar that will be in the
Union will be called The Black
Swamp and will serve only wine
and beer.
Students who arc too young to
drink or those who choose not to
could go to the 250 seat theater.
The theater boasts a sunound
sound system with 1MAX capa-

bilities.
The theater is just another
example of the progress the
workers are making at the
Union. Two weeks ago the room
was vacant, now it is ready for
the mid-Ianuary opening.
"Everything in here is state of
the art." said Senior Associate
Vice President on the project.

Ron Zwierlein.
He was not kidding.
Everything is state of the art,
right down to the sound-activated lighting in the bathrooms.
A variety of ATMs will be
inside the building, one from
almost every bank. Zwierlein
said.
But there will be ghosts of old

lurking unseen in the Union
under the new floors, in the new
walls, and in the new ceilings.
Pink tiles from the old women's
bathroom can still be seen, but
they will soon be an inch below
the new floor. The old steel
UNION, PAGE 3

After making her morning run
on Bus No. 8 for Can Buren school
district, driver Belinda Lee grabs
her own book-bag and heads for a
day of classes at the University. As
a 49-year-old grandmother of
seven, lee is not a typical college
student.
Upon graduating from high
school, college simply did no)
seem an option for Lee. She went
to work instead as a sales clerk
and later married and had three
children. Now that her children
are grown. Lee is pursuing her lifelong dream of becoming a
teacher.
"I'm living my dream," Lee said
as she reflected on her college
experience.
While Lee's case may be irregular by starting college as a grandmother, she represents a growing
segment of the student population known as adult learners.
Unlike non-traditional students
who simply take longer than average to complete a degree program, adult learners have been
away from an educational program for at least seven years (line
ADUL1S. PAGE 3

Students can take advantage of summer courses and rebates
by Katy Metz
THE BG NEWS

The traditional student is the
ultimate focus of summer programs by Continuing Education,
International
&
Summer
Programs (CfiISP). This involves
both the University's summer
courses integrated into the academic program and credit workshops.
The summer courses are broken up into two six-week sessions
and one eight-week session.
Students have the opportunity to
retake classes or graduate-earlier
with summer programs.
According to Anita Knauss,
director of marketing and pro-

motions, between 30 and GO
summer workshops are also provided to students. These workshops span a few weeks and give
students one credit. They are
offered in a wide variety of fields
and interests such as Rings/ Hand
Ornamentation: Views of lesus
Over Time; The Political
Influence of Popular Music,
Television and Film; The Popular
Culture of Sex; and Problem
Solving With Legos.
With summer programs, tlie
registration process is less complicated
for
students.
Registration logins on one day,
Feb. 11 for summer 2002.
Students do not have to worry

about certain times to sign up done quickly, but you don't get
because, unlike fall and spring the detailed education you gel
semesters, the registration time during the normal semesters,"
period is not broken by birth she said. "Smaller classes and
dates
and
morelaid
"Our main focus is
seniority.
back teachInstead, it is on
are also
not to turn students ers
benefits."
a first-come,
away."
Since the
first -serve
summer
basis. The regi s t r a t i o n JUDY DONALD, DIRECTOR OF SUMMER semester is
not an addiprocess
for
PROGRAMS
tional semessummer classes is also made easier, since fewer ter versus a set part of the school
year, there are fewer student
students enroll.
Senior Mary Ellen Bolger has activities and services available.
taken summer classes and has This makes the cost of summer
found both positives and nega- classes cheaper. Currently, the
tives with them. "Youiget class cost per credit hour for summw

is S262 versus S284 for spring.
"Our main focus is not to turn
students away," said Judy
Donald, director of summer pro
grams.
Donald works to get more class
sections added for courses that
fill up. These vary each semester,
and are based upon the needs of
the students. According to
Donald, it is easier to add sections
in the summer because there arcnot as many students taking
classes.
In June 2002, summer programs is offering the "BiG
Summer Advantage" to encourage students to take summer
classes and graduate in four

years. Introduced last summer,
the "BiG Summer Advantage'
gives students ,i rebate if they
graduate after the summer
semester. Students are eligible if
they were first-time freshmen
who entered in 1998 and are
graduating in summer 2002.
Last year 178 students out of
the 453 eligible students utilized
the "BiG Summer Advantage,"
and received a rebate of $300

from the University in September
after they graduated.
"It is a way to entice students to

utilize summer classes and to
SUMMER. PAGE 3
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America opens wallet to aid Afghans
by Arlene Levinson
IHE ISSOCIAIED PRESS

Just as Americans opened
their wallets for Sept. 11 victims,
charity officials say some are
now giving to help civilian
Afghans who have been uprooted by the war on the Taliban.
Precisely how much money is
being donated is virtually impossible to say, though it's likely in
the tens of millions. Dozens of
charities operate overseas and
are aiding the Afghans, but many
donors give to those humanitarian groups without specifying
where the money should go
Some personal checks, however, come with the note "for
Afghanistan," or in response to
directed appeals or news reports.
In perhaps the best-publicized
Afghan charity drive, children
nationwide have donated $1.5
million in response to President
Bush's request that they each
give a dollar for Afghan youngsters.
Young people also collected
about $4 million in the 51st
annual trick-or-treat Halloween
drive for UNICER The money

was earmarked for Afghanistan,
where the effects of drought and
civil war were felt for years before
this latest crisis.
But not everyone agrees the
Afghans deserve help.
"We did get two or three hate
calls, from people who said 'Why
are you taking food out of the
mouths of firefighters' children,'"
said leff Meer, executive director
of USA for UNHCR (the U.N.
High
Commissioner
for
Refugees).
Still, an appeal from the group
has raised about $1.6 million in
donations so far, a response
Meer rates "very strong."
"The only other circumstance
when we raised money faster for
a refugee crisis was for Kosovo,"
he said. In that case, Meer's
group raised more than $3 million to help the hundreds of
thousands of ethnic Albanians
fleeing a Serb terror campaign.
Millions of Afghanistan's
roughly 25 million people have
fled from their homes. The
United Nations estimates 3.5
million now live in refugee
camps in Pakistan and Iran, and

up to 200,000 in Tajikistan, Meer
said. In addition, an estimated
1.5 million Afghans have been
displaced but remain in their
ravaged country.
With winter coming, agencies
say they need money for emergency basics like tents, plastic
ground covers, blankets, jackets,
stoves for heating and cooking,
kitchen tools, medicine and
food.
Janet
Harris,
at
the
International Rescue Committee
in New York, said she felt relieved
when President Bush assured
the world that the United States
was waging war on terrorists and
those who harbor them, not the
Afghan people
She also knows the impact
when the news media focus on
Afghans' plight
"I can tell by ... what's on the
front page, what our checks the
next day will be," Harris said.
"Those are the days someone
may not write on their check
'Only in Afghanistan,' (but) I
know why they're doing it."
The IRC hopes to raise $17.8
million lo provide Afghans with

necessities for immediate and
long-term survival, from soap
and sox. to seeds, wells and water
tanks.
Harris says that giving to her
agency is up compared with last
year. In October-November
2000, the IRC raised $2.5 million,
she said. The same two months
this year brought about $6.5 million — including $2 million from
a single donor.
While the total Afghan donations come nowhere close to the
$1.4 billion the Chronicle of
Philanthropy estimates have
gone to Sept. 11 causes, many
Americans seem to be remembering Afghans — at least to
some degree — when they give.
For instance, workers at the
And 1 basketball shoe and
apparel company in Paoli, Pa.,
organized a fund-raising effort
for attacks victims that netted
$300,000, much more than
expected. An employee committee sent some money to attacks
victims, some to local charities,
and about $50,000 to Afghans in
need.

Foster father loses children over his weight
by Carolyn Thompson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
BUFFALO, N.Y. — A 500pound foster father was forced to
say good-bye yesterday to three
boys he has raised for six years
after a court ruled that he is too
fat to care for them properly.
Brian (ones, 38, said his inexplicable 200-pound weight gain
over the past two years left him
unable to defend himself in
court, but not incapable of raising the 9-, 10- and 16-year-old
brothers he hopes to adopt.
"I told them today I'm not
going lo abandon you, 1 will
never abandon you," he said yesterday after spending the weekend packing up the boys' belongings.
Barely mobile, [ones said he
seldom leaves his house because
taxis and wheelchair transportation services cannot accommodate him. Desperate to attend
last week's Family Court hearing,
he asked furniture stores to drive
him in a delivery truck. They
refused.
"I'm beyond the shame part
now," he said. "I was willing to go
in a Sears truck."
ludge Marjorie Mix ordered
the children removed after a
caseworker reported that Jones
supervises the children mostly
from his bedroom and relies on
the oldest to do chores like cooking and shopping.
The
caseworker,
Shirley
Bozeman, said that Jones recent-

Assaialed Press Photo

LOST: Brian Jones talks about his three foster children at his Buffalo, N.Y. home on Aug. 22.
ly lost his foster-parent certification, that there have been cockroaches in the home and that the
children need more activities
outside the home and fewer
responsibilities inside.
But she said the children are
affectionate toward their foster
father and wished to remain in
the home. The judge granted
lones visitation rights.
Jones said he lost his fosterparent certification because his
weight prevented him from
attending mandatory continu-

ing education classes and
because he skipped the required
health exams for fear his weight
gain would be discovered.
Jones, who is single, hopes
eventually to regain custody of
the boys, who have lived with
him since being taken from their
drug-addicted mother.
He said he is willing to do anything, including undergo stomach-reduction surgery, to get his
weight under control. He has
been working with a personal
trainer since September and

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
WHO WANT TO BE IN THE 2002 KEY YEARBOOK.

wants the children back in time
for the start of the new school
year in the fall.
"My goal is to walk into the
courtroom and start my adoption petition." he said.
Sandra Solovay, author of the
book "Tipping the Scales of
Justice: Fighting Weight-based
Discrimination," said she has
been involved in cases where
children were taken from parents because of the child's
weight. Cases where the parents'
weight is an issue are much rarer.

Management Inc.
JANUARY OPENINGS

Associated Press Photo

FUNERALS: A salute is fired outside a memorial service at Fort
Campbell, Ky„ yesterday.

Killed soldiers
hailed as heroes
by Bmberly Hefling

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky. Three soldiers killed last week in
Afghanistan were hailed yesterday as heroes who helped free an
oppressed nation.
"Children arc able to laugh,
play and sing because of what
they did," Lt. Col. Frank I ludson
said during a memorial service
at Fort Campbell.
The American servicemen's
boots, berets and dog tags were
displayed in the chapel for the
hourlong ceremony.
During a final roll call, family
members and comrades of the
dead wiped their eyes as the
men's names were each called
out three times to no reply:
Master Sgt. lefferson "Donnic"
Davis, 39, of Watauga, Tenn.;
Staff Sgt. Brian Cody Prosser, 28,
of Frazicr Park, Calif.; and Sgt. 1st
Class Daniel Petithory, 32, of
Cheshire, Mass.
The men were members of the
Army's 5th Special Forces Group
at Fort Campbell. 50 miles north
of Nashville, Tenn.
The three were killed and 19
American servicemen wounded
when a U.S. bomb missed its target Wednesday. Five Afghan
fighters also were killed in the
explosion.
More than 300 people filled
Memorial Chapel, and about 200
others watched nearby via
closed-circuit television yesterday.
Davis was remembered as a
soft-spoken, disciplined soldier
others strove to emulate, a family man and an accomplished
medic who once used a craft
knife to sew up a fellow soldier's
hand.

Prosser was described as a soldier dedicated to perfection —
one who always believed he
would become a member of the
elite special forces; a man in love
with his wife, Shawna; and so
intent on having the right tool
that the Home Depot staff knew
him.
Petithory was called "Dan-o"
by his buddies partly for a sense
a humor similar to that of comedian Dan Aykroyd. He was
remembered as a morale builder
and a big man "with an even bigger heart" who skydived in Elvis
glasses and once canoed on July
4 wearing a grass skirt and
coconut bra
Petithory will be buried
Thursday in his hometown.
Davis was also to be buried near
his home; arrangements were
incomplete Monday. Prosser
was to be buried in Arlington
National Cemetery.
A separate service at the 5th
Special Forces Group headquarters was held earlier in the day,
and two other memorials have
taken place in Afghanistan,
Hudson said.
"These three men, these soldiers, these warriors gave themselves for the pursuit of something greater than themselves
because they knew it was the
right thing to do," said Chaplain
Peter Dubinin.
"They gave themselves not
just for a cause, but so that people beaten down by an
oppressed authority might be
liberated ... to know the experience, the blessings of liberty of
freedom that we citizens of this
precious land know and cherish
so deeply."

We're
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THAN YOU THINK
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Number of adult
New Union boasts new office suites
learners increasing
UNION, I ROM PAGE 1

ADULTS, FROM PAGE 1
they return to the school environment, they are juggling multiple
responsibilities of family and
career, in addition to their educational requirements.
On the national level, adult
learners comprise a considerable
segment of the student population. The National Center for
Education Statistics reported for
fall 1998, that 41 percent of students enrolled in degree-granting, higher education institutions,
were adult learners.
At the University, the adult
learner population is well below
the national level but, is at a growing rate. For spring 2001, the
undergraduate enrollment for
evening courses was 9.26 percent,
which was up from fall 1992 at 6
percent, according to records at
Adult learner Services.
"As a whole, if you look over the
past several years, there has been
a significant change in the adult
learner population at BC'.SU," said
Stan Lewis, director of Adult
learner Services. Over the nineyear period from 1992 to 2001,
evening enrollment has shown a
steady increase of more than -100
students.
lewis accounts for the wide
variable between the local mid
nation.il statistics to the emergence of non-traditional universities such as the University cif
Phoenix, which caters only to
adult learners.
"They hold online courses Ol
conduct weekend classes In
regional centers," Lewis said He
added that they also offer more
convenience for adult working
students by offering accelerated
degree programs.
At the University, programs are
expanding to provide mine- flexible classes to accommodate aduh
learners. One new option is the
advanced technolog) education
program, which is olfried at offsite locations su< \\ ;is (Iwens and
Terra Community colleges, fhe

program is designed to eliminate
a lengthy commute to the
University, and with the use of
two-way audio teleconferencing,
students at the two locations participate in the same class. This
program is only offered to experienced students; participants
must have an associates degree
and be working towards the completion of a four-year degree.
In direct response to the need
of flexible schedules for adult
learners, the University has also
been making some changes as
well. A total of five degree programs can now be entirely completed through evening courses.
They include liberal studies, electronic and computer technology,
manufacturing technology, social
work and general business. Major
portions of other degree programs are offered through
evening courses, lewis said, but
some of the required classes arc
still only available during daytime
hours.
"We are also working on developing online programs," Lewis
said. These programs are considered to be in their infant stage,
and even though they arc
designed to offer flexibility for the
adult learner population, they
will be available for traditional
students as well. Under this pro
gram, students complete assignments online at their own convenience within a specified time
frame.
"All of these changes mirror
what's happening nationwide
with the Increased trend of enrollment for adult learners," lewis
said.
As for Belinda lee. a flexible
schedule is an issue that she well
understands While preparing a
lunch of pigs-in-a-blanket for her

grandson Tim, Lee thought about
her tutoring responsibilities,
assignment deadlines and awaiting laundry For the adult learner.

time and convenience is oi the
essence,

frame is still intact between millions of dollars worth of construction and building.
This year many students have
expressed their concerns that
the clock tower looked as if it
might fall over.
"That is an optical illusion,"
Zwierlein said. "It will always
look as if there is a shadow
there."
There is also a Sept. 11 connection to the new building. The
mother of pearl inlay on the
floor was to be shipped into New
York harbor on that dreadful day.
Zwierlein said he was concerned
that it might delay some of the
work. However, it did not.
Though the new Union opens
up the first day of spring semester, some of the stores and office
suites will not be open,
According to Zwierlein, the
bookstore will not move into the
Union until after spring break to

avoid confusion when students
first come back up here in
lanuary.
The bookstore, when moved,
will take up two levels, and be
twice the size of the current
bookstore, with a lot more features, including a place where
students can sit down and drink
a cup of coffee while looking at
books. But more than just
adding new features, the difference will be noticeable in the
abundance of new items that
will be sold there. At the new
bookstore students will be able
to buy CDs, have a larger selection of clothing, and a larger
variety of uneducational books.
The ceiling of the second level
of the bookstore is stylish and
rustic, with pipes coming and
going to their respected outlets
covered in a red, spongy looking
material.
There will also be several
multi-purpose rooms, meeting
rooms, and office suites.

THRU

There are many skylights in
the building, and they light the
rooms appropriately during the
day. Some rooms where
designed with skylights and
then painted modem colors
such as red and blue. Comer
meeting rooms, on the second,
third, and fourth floors, give a
great panoramic view of the
campus.
"The way I like to think of the
Union is this: You have Dining
Services, which acts like your
kitchen. You have residence
halis, which act like your bedroom. The new Student Union
will be like your living room or
family room," Zwierlein said.
This will be an ideal place for
faculty, staff and students to
interact and to enjoy a family
atmosphere that will be equal to
any in the country."
The project wiU end up costing a little over $33 million.

US increases manhunt for bin Laden
AL-QAIDA, FROM PAGE 1
dab think bin laden may be
hiding.
Marine "hunter-killer" teams
in armored assault vehicles and
hacked by combat helicopters

set up a staging ground at the
foot of a jagged mountain about
12 miles outside Kandahar, from
which officials said they could
intercept fleeing fighters on the
roads.
In
Washington,
Deputy

Defense
Secretary
Paul
Wolfowitz said that although the
Taliban have fallen, the military
faced the tough task of tracking
down bin laden and eliminating al-Oaida. Luge numbers of
al-Oaida terrorists are still at

large. It's going to be a very long
and difficult job." he said.
Afghanistan's interim leader,
I lamid Karzai. said getting rid of
al-Qaida was a priority as the
country tries to build a stable
post-Taliban government.

Men's basketball
U. offers grants
for summer class wins at 01 buzzer
SUMMER, FROM PAGE 1
graduate in lour years." Donald
said
Accompanying the postgraduation rebate is a discount
on residence hall rooms.
Students are given partial
grants on rooms in residence

halls during the summer
semester they take classes. Last
summer, a $200 residence hall
scholarship was offered to students for a six-week minimum
stay. Students desiring this type
of grant for summer 2002 must
apply for it by April 25.

z 3: i m \ u
SEPTEMBER

The office suites will be occupied by several student organizations, those confirmed for the
move are the University
Activities Organization and
Undergraduate
Student
Government. Fact line will also
set up shop in the Union after
the Union is completed.
To make their move a little bit
easier, the building will have
four elevators to help all visitors
get around the Union easier.
Unfortunately for students,
there are some rooms they will
never get to see, like the guest
room. This room will include a
wet bar. a luxurious bedroom
with plenty of closet space, and a
great view of the campus. The
room will be used for speakers
that come to campus.
As it stands right now, the
crews of workers are working
from the ground up, literally. The
first floor is close to completion,
while the fourth floor is still
being worked on.

FALCONS. FROM PAGE 1
into last night's game, he was
averaging 6.3 points in the final
six minutes of games
" What a perfonnance by that
kid," Dakich said of Mcleod. "I
did think Keith did a wonderful
job (defending) Blizzard."
Blizzard, the centerpieie ol
UNCW's scoring attack, still led
the game with 22 points.
At the start of the season.

Dakich said his team would
plaj grind-it-out basketball. Lie
said they wouldn't be the type
of team to win by 30. At least in
the first part of the season, that
is proving to he true. IfMcLeod,
a senior, wants to leave a legacy
as one of the l>est clutch players
to come through this program,
the situation is right. More than
anything, the Falcons need him
in that role.

DECEMBER

Work

for the NEVUS
Master of
Suspense
Each film preceded by a
guest faculty speaker and
followed by a reception

N rth by Northwest

The BG News is now accepting applications
for spring semester. Applications are
available in 210 West Hall. Deadlines vary
per position: editors - Dec. 10;
assistant editors - Dec. 11;
general staff-Dec. 14.
For more information,
contact Kimberly Dupps, editor-in-chief, at
kdupps@hotmail.com

Wednesday!
December 12

7:30

AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
EDITORS: Managing Editor, News Editor, Arts & Life Editor, Features
Editor, Opinion Editor, Sports Editor, Presentation Editor, Copy Chief and
Recruitment/Public Relations Editor

FREE! FREE! FREE!
All Films are presented by UAO and will be
shown at the Gish Film Theater in Hanna Hall.

ASSISTANT EDITORS: Assistant News Editor - Campus, Assistant News
Editor - City, Assistant Arts & Life Editor - Lifestyles, Assistant Arts &
Life Editor - Entertainment, Assistant Opinion Editor, Assistant Sports
Editor, Assistant Presentation Editor - Graphics, Assistant Presentation
Editor - Photo, Assistant Presentation Editor - Design, Assistant Copy
Chief
GENERAL STAFF: News reporters, Features writers, Arts & Life reporters,
Sports reporters, Columnists, Photographers, Designers, Graphic Artists
and Copy editors
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HAPPY HANUKKAH
The BG News would like to wish those who celebrate the Festival of Lights a Happy Hanukkah.
Vie Festival of Limits began at sundown on Sunday
and lasts for eight nights. Hanukkah is observed by
the exchange and the lighting of the Menorah.

A forum of <lews and idias

OUR TAKE
MAJORITY OPINIONS OF THE BG NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD

Learn to relax for finals
As time is going by fast for
each and every one of us, stress
is building up. Kvcrybody is trying to get things done, from
studying for the finals, to typing
those last 10-pagc papers, or
turning in late work — for some
of us, turning in late work will be
the main activity this week.
Yes, the end of the semester is
here again, and even if most of
us swear last semester that diey
would be ready for it this year,
and get everything done early...
well, it just did not happen.

But instead of running
around, going crazy or fighting
with everybody you live with,
just take the time to relax. Its
three in the afternoon and you
need to sleep, do it. You can
keep working on your paper or
studying after your nap, and you
will be way more effective in
your work.
Pulling an overnight session
might help for one paper, but
think about all the things you
will have to do the next day. You
might need your energy more

then than you do now.
Remember to relax, take the
five minutes off you need. Take
the time to watch a movie, or
eat a good meal. Listen to your
favorite CD or take a long bath.
Yes, those are minutes during
which you could have been
studying, but the energy you will
have afterwards will more than
make up for it.
Just remember, a class is just a
class, it is not worth agonizing
over, or getting in a car accident
because of a lack of sleep.

R2STCARP FROM FLORIPA

Anti-war movement
does, in fact, exist
PAT
SEWELL
Guest Columnist
This is a response to
the curious question
posed by The BG
News. Thursday, December 6,
the majority of The BG News
editorial board was wondering, "Where is the anti-war
movement?" In fact, according to the majority of the
board, "If it (the anti-war
movement) exists, it doesn't
seem prevalent on college
campuses..."
Maybe The BG News could
ask students who have class
outside of the Education
building, because every single
day peace activists can be
seen holding signs declaring a
"Stand for Peace." Why, a couple of times there have even
been drum circle rallies with
speakers, and in fact one of
these rallies got coverage by
WBGU and the Sentinel
Tribune. If The BG news is
still unconvinced that there is
a peace movement, they
could talk to The Journal, a
local television show that
interviewed two of the peace
activists from campus. Or
maybe, one of the editorial

board members might just
stroll down Thurstin and see
a giant banner draped in
front of the United Christian
Fellowship church that proclaims "Not In Our Names"
and coincidentally holds a
dinner every Friday from 7 to
9 p.m. that focuses on alternatives to war. But if all of
these things don't really constitute an anti-war movement, then The BG News
might look beyond campus
and take note that 100,000
anti-war protesters marched
in London last month.
Or maybe, just maybe,
The BG News could take a
look at its own publication.
Besides the numerous letters
to the editor that have been
written (some published,
some not), there was also
some coverage of a peace
rally that I believe made the
front page (Oct. 15). Come to
think of it, there was even two
half page ads in the good ol'
BG News that declared "Not
In Our Names" and had a list
of those opposed to military
aggression. Why, The BG
News made money off of the
anti-war movement that
quite clearly does not exist on
our campus!
So it seems quite curious
that The BG News could pos-

sibly wonder where the antiwar movement is. It might be
that this is a symptom of a
volunteer-run newspaper;
when trying to keep up with
school work as well as the
newspaper the staff is bound
to overlook some things. But I
cannot excuse this particular
opinion article, because I find
it to be a bit more insidious
than a trivial oversight. The
peace movement has not
simply been discredited, it
has been outright silenced.
For when a news board refuses to even acknowledge an
alternative opinion, that
opinion is squashed under a
banner of denial. So the voices of peace are not heard? Not
because we are doubted, not
because our evidence is lacking, not because we are small
in number. We are not heard
because those who control
the media have declared we
do not exist; and I cannot
help but feel that with this
denial the tiniest piece of our
freedom of speech has been
extinguished.
We do exist. We are here.
And it only makes me think
how true our criticism must
be if the cries of dissent are
not even answered, but merely silenced.
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End of the year celebrations
MATT
SUSSMAN
Guest Columnist
It's pretty well known that
our standard Gregorian
calendar ends in a bang with
December, the fire sale of all
months, where "all holidays
must go!" If it hasn't been celebrated yet, it will be in the
12th month.
Right after Thanksgiving is
a rush to churn out all religious holidays such as
Christmas, Hanukkah (with
or without the silent 'C'),
Kwanzaa, Ramadan and New
Year's Eve. Celebrating the
final day of the year is understandable.
I mean, it's always a special
occasion when Dick Clark
comes out of his cryogenic
paradise. Kwanzaa is really
the only holiday that I do not
understand.
This is what I do know:
Many African-Americans celebrate their culture and heritage on this holiday invented
by a Long Beach State professor in 1965. There's nothing
wrong with celebrating tradition, but Kwanzaa is just as
traditional as Sweetest Day.
Have I offended you yet?
Relax, that's why it's a humor
column in the Opinion section. But before you get your
gun and look me up in the
directory, let me get to the
heart of my article, which is
that day we have come to
accept as an American holiday more than a religious holiday, Christmas.

First, I want to look at the
word: Christmas. How can we
abbreviate this? How about
"X-mas?" Just replace "Christ"
with "X." Can we really do
that? How come we don't
refer to the Messiah as "Jesus
X?" Because then our savior
looks like a civil rights leader.
Word on the street is that
presents arc popular at
Christmas. Everyone gets
them, regardless of holiday
awareness. One-year-olds get
fire trucks, jack-in-the-boxes
and other things they can
choke on. Everyone else is
guaranteed at least one article of clothing. And what
about poor Sussman? He
never knows what to ask for
because in October and
November, he makes selfish
purchases for himself, like the
Onion's new best-of book,
"Dispatches from the Tenth
Circle." If I want something,
and it's not the month of
Christmas, I have a right to
spend a little cash on myself.
But apparently we have to
wait until Christmas in case
we might get it from someone
else. Conversely, your secret
Santas might get their signals
crossed and get you the same
thing.
Last year I got two copies of
"Austin Powers: The Spy Who
Shagged Me." Ironically, I
never watch either anymore.
Like the gifts I know I get
every year, like my Uncle
Mike (I think everyone has an
Uncle Mike) renewing my
subscription to Sports
Illustrated annually. Every
year I find a more secret place
to hide that swimsuit issue.

The decorations of
Christmas last almost two
months if you're eager to put
them up and lazy to take
them back down. And that's
something else; what other
decorations besides the
pumpkin for Halloween, the
flag for Independence Day, or
the laundry for Mother's Day,
are synonymous with their
respective holiday? At our
house, we have this decoration of Rudolph the (neglected) Reindeer which hangs on
my door ever year. I pretended to like it, but the older I
got, the more it just freaked
me out. Plus it's so bulky I
couldn't close my door shut
completely. When I go home
Rudolph better not be on my
door, and my dog Sophie better be dead. However, when
that Christmas tree comes
down in mid-January, I'm getting a head start and putting
my Presidents Day decorations up.
So what's my humble opinion of Christmas, you ask?
Well, my feelings are mixed.
After pondering for some
time, I realized that there is a
George Carlin CD that just
came out, so that's basically
my Christmas list. If I get it,
I'll like Christmas. On the
other hand, if they get me an
XBox, then I'll just give it to
my dad as something he can
fire his guns at. And if somehow those Arizona Cardinals
win the Super Bowl, then
"Happy Hanukkah!"
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Crowe scores another winner with' Vanilla' soundtrack
Various Artists
Vanilla Sky Soundtrack
There's something cheekily
subversive about someone snagging the soundtrack to "Vanilla
Sky" thanks to Tom Cruise's mug
on the cover and then enduring a
10 minute sonic experiment by
the wildly over-hyped Icelandic
post-rockers Sigur Ros.
It is that kind of programming
that makes a soundtrack to a
Cameron Crowe film so intriguing.
While the fine new track by
R.E.M. called "All the Right
Friends," and other cuts by
Radiohead, Bob Dylan, the great
Jeff Buckley, and Peter Gabriel are
all terrific, it is the inclusion of
some lesser known talent that
helps to make this such a smart,
eclectic, eccentric collection.
Twee Scottish tapeheads,
Looper, make an appearance
with the funkily thumping
"Mondo 77" and of all people,
The Monkees turn up with their
fantastic tune, "Porpoise Song."
Paul McCartney's title track is a
one-off, but it is a catchy one-off.
And the Red House Painters offer
one of the album's finest cuts, the
haunting lament, "Have You
Forgotten?" that embodies the
sadness and remorse that courses through this disc
It is hard to argue with a collection that lets the other-worldly
vocals of Jeff Buckley rub shoulders with Peter Gabriel and
Radiohead, so I won't.
Cameron Crowe has assembled one of the best soundtracks
of the year. Here's hoping the
movie is half as good. Grade: A-ErikPepple

Therion
Secret ot the Runes

they shifted tactics and reinvented themselves as a symphonic
metal outfit Secret of the Runes is
like any good symphony with a
full story going on (this one's
being an ancient Nordic creation
myth). It's kind of hard to gather
that from the performances
unless you're experienced in the
operatic arts (or Swedish — half
the disc is native language).
Fortunately, the extra fancy booklet gives you the Cliff's Notes version with complete translations.
Packaging alone makes this a
pretty cool disc Musically, it's not
too bad either.
Publicity for this record parallels Therion's intent and Wagner.
I'd concur. The disc is essentially
an opera infused with metal guitar and drums mixed way up
front. Songs generally follow a
traditional classical form for the
vocal sections, while becoming
more metallic at the instrumental
bits. As a whole, the solos are
tuneful, and the riffs surrounding
the verses are solid throughout.
There is a good bit of keyboard
thrown in, reminiscent of older
Mortiis. Come vocal time, you get
a high or really high female and
male bass and tenor. For a song
like "Nifelheim," the multiple
vocal layers complement one
another well. On the few songs
that rely on the soprano, the verses become less appealing yet
retain their novel blend of rock
and classical song construction.
Most traditional rock fans
would likely shake their head at
this record. There are no catchy
choruses, no hit singles, nor any
chances for airplay whatsoever.
It's certainly not going to be
everyone's cup of tea, but that's
OK. I buy into it as an Interesting
experiment and a chance to
break one's usual habit in a safe
and comfortable way. There's
enough rocking going on to make
the usually bitter operatic pill
tasty enough to swallow without
remorse. Grade: Bt

Therion started as a typical
death metal band. Eventually,

TODAY'S
EVENTS
TUESDAY.0EC.il
CAMPUS EVENTS
52nd Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibition & Dorothy Uber Bryan
Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
A wonderful opportunity to see
and purchase work by some of
the finest artists in this region,
this exhibition presents work in
a wide range of media by current and emeriti faculty and
current staff members of the
School of Art.
President's Leadership Academy

-Brad Klypcluik

raffle ticket sales © Education
Building Steps, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The President's Leadership
Academy will be selling raffle
tickets to benefit Dance
Marathon. Tickets will be $1
each or 6 tor $5. The prue will
be a $200 gift certificate to
Franklin Park Mall.

Arts in Space collaborative
installation "Sensemental." @
Willard WankJeman Gallery, Fine
Arts Building, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
A rare opportunity to experience
a highly interactive installation
exploring the elements of nature
though the five senses.
35th Annual Competitions in
Musk Performance

/ axs

The News That Matters To You...

Hoobastank
Hoobastank
As you listen to "Crawling in
the Dark," the first single off
Hoobastanks self-titled debut
album, you catch yourself thinking one thing: Man, this sounds
so much like Incubus. It looks
like Hoobastank saw a lot of
Incubus shows (which makes
sense, seeing that they are from
Agoura Hills, Calif.) because they
often come across with the same
sound. They also share the same
producer, with only adds to that
Incubus-ish quality.
While there are similarities
between the two bands,
Hoobastank is able to stand on
its own. The band rocks just a little bit harder and there is no one
standing behind a turntable.
"Crawling in the Dark" is probably the most sound-a-like single
on the album. "Let You Know"
comes close, but it is definitely
louder. Hoobastank finally settles
down a bit with "Too Little Too
Late," if you call slightly slower
singing and a remotely softer
introduction slowing down. "To
Be With You" is the track that you
could call the "ballad" but it is by
no means a sissy love song.
"Hello Again" is laced with a
incredibly catchy guitar hook
Hoobastank wisely copy just
enough of Incubus' sound to
attract new listeners, but it has
enough talent to stand out on its
own and not sound completely
like an Incubus clone. Grade: B
-Lisa Bettinger

Will Hoge
Carousel
With scratchy vocals, a happy
guitar and some fairly introspective lyrics, Will Hoge's latest
album Carousel has the
singer/songwriter tunes you just

can't get out of your head. And,
remarkably, that is a good thing.
Hoge and his band come to
Toledo's Hard Hat Concert Hall
tonight at 8 p.m. as they open for
Ohio favorite sons OAR.
Carousel features Hoge as a
Bob Dylan-esque figure with
catchy riffs and casual lyrics.
"She Don't Care" opens the
album with an infectiously
bouncy guitar and Hoge wailing
effectively about love's caste system and "Let Me Be Lonely" is a
perfecdy crafted pop-rock song
that grips onto your memory
and refuses to let go.
While "Your Fool" is Hoge's latest single,"Wish" is the only
madc-for-radio track on
Carouse/.
For most of the 10-track
album, Hoge sounds like a less
depressed Adam Duritz.
Likewise the band's backup is a
little happier than Duritz's
Counting Crows, but with all the
same melodies.
Carousel is a great step for
Hoge. It is the kind of infectious,
rootsy guitar rock ubiquitous
around college campuses.
Grade: B
■Dan Nied

Angra
Rebirth
My prior Angra encounter was
Angel's Cry and I was pretty disappointed with that. Contrary to the
disc's positive buzz, I found the
Brazilian band straddling the
power vs. prog metal fence simply loo happy and nice. Now a
couple years later, I skeptically sat
down to listen to Rebirth and
found myself somewhat surprised. On Rebirth, Angra managed to concoct a mid-year
Malmsteen
record
minus
Yngwie's guitar extravaganza
Songs on this could just as easily come from an album like
Malmsteen's Trilogy or Magnum
Opus. Credit songwriting as well

SPECIAL NOTICE: Friday, Dec. 14
will be the last calender of
events for the semester.

a

l.JfsACreat
Daily Habit!

..can be found at
SO oncampus
locations...

204 w«t muii
372-26011
www bgn«w» com I
sOlistproc Dfpu •dul

De La Soul
AOI. Bionix
AOI: Bionix is the second in De
la Soul's/Irr Official Intelligence
trilogy. And while it is not as
immediately arresting as its predecessor, Mosaic Thump, it does
boast a collection of songs that
make it a laudable contribution
to the catalog of one of hip-hop's
premier outfits.
Beat-heavy, and socially conscious, the raps by Posdnuos are
intelligent and quirky, a welcome

Festival organizers have not
committed to Aspen for the
2003 event.

Comedy festival
returning to Aspen
ASPliN, Colo. (AP)—The
U.S. Comedy Arts Festival is
planning to return to Aspen in
February for an eighth consecutive year.
Organizers had considered
moving the event to California
after the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks that resulted in anxiety
about air travel.
Brian Murphy, the festival's
co-executive director, said
organizers are negotiating with
Aspen officials to develop discount packages that would
reduce lodging costs and airfares.
The festival is set for Feb. 27March 3.

Sinatra gets his own
day in Las Vegas
LAS VEGAS (AP) —Fifty
years after Frank Sinatra's
debut at the Desert Inn resort,
the Chairman of the Board will
be honored with his own day.
Tomorrow, which would
have been Sinatra's 86th birthday, will be celebrated as
"Sinatra Day" in Nevada, Lt.
Gov. Lorraine Hunt and Las
Vegas Mayor Oscar Goodman
announced last week.
"If anyone deserves his own
day in Las Vegas, it's Frank
Sinatra, who epitomized all the

FALL 2002 LEASING
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best of Las Vegas style and
cool," Goodman said.
Las Vegas Strip hotel-casinos
will display "Happy Birthday
Frank" on their marquees, and
the Bellagio fountains and the
Fremont Street Experience will
play musical tributes.
As part of the celebration,
the I JS Vegas Convention and
Visitors Authority is releasing a
CD that features the song "It's
Time for You."
The Frank Sinatra
Foundation allowed the use of
the song in a series of TV ads
to promote Las Vegas as a travel destination. The ads were
launched following the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks on New
York and Washington, which
caused anxiety about air travel.

Check us out at BGNews.com

Looking for the perfect place to live next year?

Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
620 Third St.
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-Erik Pepple
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shift from the incessant boasting
on the first AOI record. Their
constant boasting in the vein of
cats like Master P and P Diddy
came off as insecure and unnecessary rather than confident.
Folks who get De La's idiosyncratic grow" do not need them
to shamelessly boast. With
Bionix De La boasts about being
more than money-hungry rappers in tracks like the superb
latin tinged, "Walch Out," in
which they claim "I'm not so
much street/As I am a light
post/Shining high above all."
They claim to be in it for the love
of the art, and that is evident
throughout the album.
While "Walch Out" is no doubt
the strongest track on Bionix,
other songs are arranged and
written so beautifully, there are
moments where De La seem to
transcend all genres. With "Baby
Phat," they pay respects to a
lover who is not model thin and
in "Special" they craft one of the
best hip-hop ballads since the
Roots' "You Got Me," and De La's
own "No Good." They even gel
into a sexy, pornographic groove
on the slinky sleaze funk of
"Pawn Star." Slick Rick even
makes an appearance on "What
We Do (For Love)."
The problem with Bionix, as
was the problem with Mosaic
Thump, is that at 18 songs the
album seems to suffer from
overkill. Incidental skits like the
Reverend Do Good snippets are
humorous, but do disrupt the
flow. Rev. Do Good is a great
character when isolated from the
album, but when integrated into
the record seems like extraneous
noodling
That's small potatoes, though,
for an album that boasts some of
the tightest beats and clever
rhyming on any rap album this
year. Grade: B+
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Preliminaries @ Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center, 4
p.m.
Hflff AN UPCOMING EVENT?
If you have a campus or city
event that you would like to
have listed in the calendar of
events, send an e-mail to
bgnewsevents@hotmail.com or
stop by 210 West Hall with
information on the event. The
deadline is 6 p.m. two days
before the event. The calendar
does not print weekend events
due to space limitations.

as new throat Eduardo Falaschi
sounding like a slightly coarse
version of Mark Boals for that.
Instead of Yngwie's virtuoso style,
we get reserved playing that fits
the song structures pretty well.
There's a really good guitar tone
especially evident during the
solos. Tempos range from hyperfast power metal to the unfortunate ballad ("Visions Prelude"
maims a Chopin work). Angra's
flaws from the past are lessened
but occasionally rear their ugly
head. Keyboards are mixed pretty
far forward on some tracks making the songs a little too perky.
When it shifts like this (like on
"ludgmenl Day"), the music
takes on a proggy, Stryper-esque
tinge. When they stick to lurking
in the dank and dark, it's much
more effective. "Nova Era" and
"Acid Rain" serve as two of the
better tracks on the disc. For the
first, speed is of the essence. On
the second, they take a couple
chances tempo-wise, shifting
from a medieval gothic choir to
near-shred
to that
usual
Malmsteen groove.
Ten years ago, 1 could sec this
album becoming a regular listen.
Now. it will rarely make the player. It's a decent yet unremarkable
album. When 1 do put it in, I'll
enjoy, but the times that'll happen will be few and far between.
Grade: C+
■BmdKlypcluik
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HOCKEY: THE BLUE JACKETS BEAT THE NEW JERSEY DEVILS 3-1.
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Cross country/track
signs new runner

December 11,
2001

The Bowling Green
women's cross country/track
programs have announced
the signing of one high-school
student-athlete to a letter of
intent. I-eslie Carden will join
the Falcon program for the
2002-03 academic year.
Carden. a native of
Galveston. Ind., is a senior at
Lewis Cass High School in
Walton, Ind. Carden has set
personal bests of 17:56 in the
5,000 meters and 11:12 in the
3,200 meters.
"We are very excited to have
Leslie join our program," said
(,iini Wells, BG head women's
cross country and assistant
track and field coach.
"I believe l.eslie has the ability and the desire to step in
and make an immediate
impact next fall."
Carden will compete in
both cross country and track
atBG.

Letters
to Santa
from the
coaches
JOEL
HAMMOND
Hammond Bacon
'Twas a night three weeks ago,
and all through campus, not a
creature was stirring, not even
one at that green house. I happened upon seven envelopes on
my way to my cozy residence
hall room. Of course, I opened
said envelopes, and couldn't
believe my eyes: letters to Santa!
I thought I'd share them with
you:
Dear Santa,
Mr. Cringle, I've been a good
boy this year. I've been wearing
my clothes right, and I haven't
complained about officiating
that much. We haven't played
Marshall yet, so I haven't had the
chance to kick the poop out of
Greg White. So, I was wondering,
can you get me some things for
Christmas? They won't even cost
that much, unlike the toys you
will bring kids on Dec 25. Can
you grant Keith McLeod,
Brandon Pardon and Lenny
another 17 years or so of eligibil ity? Also, do you think you can
make our schedule such that we
play every game at Anderson?
The place is crazy, and no one
wants to come-a-knocking
when it's-a-rocking If you could
take care of these modest
requests, I'd be eternally grateful!
Thanks!
Dan Dakich
Dear Santa,
My team plays hard. We are in
possibly the toughest conference in the nation, and have
multiple teams in the league
that are nationally ranked. Yet,
we have a decent record, and
play hard every night. We just
dominated Notre Dame
Saturday, and we could use a
few things too. How about more
fans? There were a decent number in the Ice Arena Saturday,
and they were rowdy, but we
need our home venue packed
every night for some support.
That'd be great. Hey, while you're
at it. can we play like we did
Saturday every time out? I don't
.airrv if that's in your realm, but
we need to be a hit more consistent. If we can do that, we can
make things happen in the new
year. Thanks!
Buddy Powers
Dear Santa,
My wish list is a long one this
year Santa. We've had a great
year in 2001, but I want more,
much more. First, I want respect
from people. I won awards this
year, but I want respect for my
team, also. We beat teams from
three different BCS conferences,
finished 8-3, and whipped
Ibledo, who "won" the MAC. I
wanted a bowl, I wanted postseason play. I didn't get it. I want
it in 2002. Also, do you think you
could help me find replaceSANTA. PAGE 7
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Falcons win sixth straight
byNKkHurm
IHt BG NEKS
The Bowling Green versus UNCWilmington game felt like a heavyweight bout on the verge of going
into the 105th round. Both teams
traded vicious blows back and
forth, pummeling each other, but
neither would fall, lust when it look
like BG's quivering knees were
about to give in, the Falcons threw
the deadliest punch of all — a
crooked, fallaway blow.
BG guard Keith McLeod drained
an off-balance three-point shot
with 4.3 seconds left in overtime to
propel the Falcons to an 84-83 win
last night at Anderson Arena Now
7-1 overall, BG is off to its best start
in 12 years.
"I just want to see one game,
other than a Division III team, that
doesn't come down to a final shot."
said a relieved and joyful BG coach
Dan Dakich. "I thought we were
down and then we would come up.
... I thought we were down again all
the way until McLeod hit that shot.
Then we almost went down again
on that final play by them. This is
the best team we have played all
year."
The game featured 23 lead
changes and 16 ties. Neither team
would lead the game by more than
six points. Senior center Len Matela
led the Falcons with 18 points and
six rebounds. McLeod finished with
16 points on 4 for 9 shooting.
"UNC played us harder than anybody we've played all year," McLeod
said. "It just felt good to get the win."
Unlike previous games like
Michigan and Marist, BG didn't
have the late second half run where
they went up for good and ground
the rest of the game out
McLeod hit a three-pointer with
15:33 left to go in the second half. It
would be the last lead the Falcons
would see until the 3:18 mark. BG
tied the game six times between
that point, but never took the lead.
The Seahawks Brett Blizzard scored
11 of his game-high 22 points during this stretch.
"Tonight I never felt Like we were
in a situation where I felt like we
could guard these people," Dakich
said. "I felt like everybody else we've
played we've been able to guard.
When that happens you are very
lucky to win. You have to throw in a
VICTORY. PAGE 7

Chris Schooler BG Nan
TOUGH SHOT: BG senior Brandon Pardon goes up for a lay-up in the Falcons 84-83 victory over UNC-Wilmington in overtime.

BG dunks a sweet victory this year
by Craig Gilford
1HE BC NEWS

With its 84-83 overtime victory over the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington
Seahawks, the Falcon men's
basketball team completed the
revenge trifecta after already
having beaten Marist and the
University of Michigan earlier
this season.
All three teams handed
Bowling Green non-conference
losses last season, with UNCW
winning by the closest margin
the three games, 91 -76 in North

According to Bowling Green
Carolina.
head coach Dan Dakich, the
"All the teams we lost to last
year, coach writes the score on only feeling that was different
for him between the two games
the board before the game and
says 'tliis shouldn't happen this was the final outcome.
"I just felt like I did last year a
year,'" said BG guard Keith
lot of times during this game,
McLeod after the game.
Last year's game and this that we just did not have lire
year's game were similar in ability to guard them." he said.
Although last night's win
many respects. The Seahawks
shot 50 percent from the field gained the Falcons their third
straight measure of revenge,
this year compared to 48.6 percent last year. Bowling Green , Dakich said the level of enthusialso committed 16 turnovers asm was not as high it was for
compared to 20 In last season's Marist and Michigan.
He said he hoped the revenge
contest.

factor would have played more
into the teams preparation and
energy level.
"1 did not like us in terms of
enthusiasm. It was not nearly
what it was before we played
Michigan and Marist," he said.
"As far as Marist. it wasn't near
that in terms of let's not let
somebody beat us twice."
Both Dakich and UNCW
head coach lerry Wainwright
said die big difference in the
two games was home-court
6AM£S. PAGE 7

Swimmers lower their times at ND
byJoeFerrone
IHt BG NEWS

After a long layoff the Bowling
Green swimming team had a
match-up at Notre Dame last
weekend.
Many members of each team
managed to drop their times.
The men's swimming team finished the event in fourth place
overall, while the women's team
finished the competition in fifth
place.
"Overall the team performed
very well," said head coach
Randy lulian, "It was a very solid
performance for the team."
First event of day one of the
competition was the 200-yard
freestyle event. Bowling Green's
A relay team, made up of Dan
Reese, Robert McRae, Ray Bartel,
and Adam Brown, finished the
event in seventh place with a
time of 127.99.
Senior Adam Brown finished
20th in the 50-yard free with a
time of 22.39.1 his is his season
best by nearly half of a second.
The final event Friday was the
400-yard medley relay race. The
team of Bizzarre, Bartel,
Anderson, and Brown finished in
sixth place with a time of 3:34.24.
Hi//.iiin opened Saturday's
events with a ninth place finish
in the 200-yard backstroke. He
finished the event with a season
best time of 1:55.23.
The next event was the 100yard freestyle. Brown won the
event with a time of 47.93.

In the 200-yard breaslstroke
Bartel finished in ninth with a
timeofl:56.14.
Next up was the 200 yard fly.
McRae finished ninth in the
event, but beat his previous best
time by nearly seven seconds.
His time for the event was
1:56.14.
lulian was very pleased with
the performance he saw this
weekend from McRae.
"Robert is a very young and
exciting racer," said lulian.
The final event of the competition was the 400-yard freestyle
relay. The A relay, Brown, McRae,
Reese, and Bizzarre, finished
eighth with a time of 3:16.24.
The Bowling Green divers
fared pretty well. In the first day
of competition divers losh
Clugston and Ian Chertieny finished in seventh and eighth
place, respectively.
In the second day of competition Clugston had a strong performance, which put him in fifth
place. Richard Wade finished
close behind in seventh and
Charles
Rowland
finished
eighth.
The women's team got off to a
pretty good start. Their first event
was the 200-yard freestyle relay.
The A team for the Falcons in this
event was made up of Kim
Moden, Alicia Colbum, Alissa
Davies, and Amy Smith. The
team finished in sixth place with
a time of 1:38.94.
Next up for the Falcons was

Michael leftmkuftHBG News

STAY OUT OF MY WAY: Alyssa Davis comes up for a breath of air while swimming the 100-yard
breaststroke in a recent match.
the 500-yard freestyle, lessica
Humes finished the event in
ninth place with a time of
5:04.01. This was more than a
three second improvement over
her time in the prelims.
Sara Agnew was next up for
the Falcons. She finished the
200-yard IM with a time of
2:13.58. This was a 3 second
drop-off from her season best.
In the 50-yard freestyle Kim
Moden finished in seventh place
with a time of 24.37.
Emily Hois finished sixth in
the one-meter competition, with
a season best time 214.70.
The ■ last event of Friday

evening was the 400-yard medley relay race. The A relay,
Colburn,
Agnew,
Kelli
Pydynowski, and Kim Moden,
finished in sixth with a 4:10.99.
On Saturday in the first event
of the evening Humes swam to
the team's highest finish of the
night. She finished the mile
swim in a time of 17:3520. This
was good enough to put her in
fourth place
"lessica Humes swam very
well and came through when we
needed her," lulian said.
Humes was happy about her
individual performance in the
meet. "I felt that I made huge

improvements," she said. "I was
very happy with the way I
swam."
Another strong event for the
Falcons was the 200-yard breaststroke. Four Falcons qualified for
that event. Agnew finished the
event in fifth with a time 2:24.09.
Erin Dilkes, Katy Monnette, and
Amber Adler finished in 10th,
18th, and 21st respectively.
The last event of the tournament was the 400-yard freestyle
relay. The A relay team for the
Falcons, Kim Moden, Alyssa
Davies, Amy Smith, and Humes
finished in eighth with a time of
3:44.30.

SPORTS
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Coaches' wish lists to Santa
Urban Meyer

SANTA. FROM PAGE 6
merits for my defensive seniors
who are leaving, like Brandon
Hicks, Chad Long, Sergio Lund,
Karl Rose, Khary Campbell, and
Chris Glantzis? Those are gonna
be some large shoes to fill, and I
could use some help. I appreciate it.

Dear Santa,
I know how this college athletics thing works, I've been around
long enough. It usually goes like
this: Guy starts as receivers
coach at a storied program,
comes to a "mid-major," turns
the program around, and lands

at one of these aforementioned
storied programs. Please don't let
these programs contact Meyer.
Break their phone lines with
your sleigh. Stuff them in the
chimneys. Do what it takes.
Thanks.
PaulKrebs
Merry Christmas.

Three-point overtime victory
VICTORY, FROM PAGE 6
20-footer off-balance three with
four seconds to go to win a basketball game."
The Falcons finally regained
the lead at 68-67 on a pair of free
throws
by Matela. UNCWilmington
center
Craig
Callahan answered right back
with a jumper to put the
Seahawks up again. BG guard

Brandon Pardon nailed a threepointer to put the Falcons up by
two with 2:05 left in the second
half.
BG found itself in familiar territory once again tied at 73 with 42
seconds left. BG had an opportunity to win the game with one
second left, but Pardon's lull court
in-bounds pass to junior Cory
Ryan ended with a shot just long
off the iron.

BG jumped out to a 26-22 lead
in the first half. They led 37-35 at
half-time.
The Falcons finished off the
overtime session with a lay-up by
Matela and three three-point
shots by freshman Erik Crawford,
Pardon and McLeod. The Falcons
will rest for five days and head on
the road to Evansviile for an 8:05
p.m. match-up with the Purple
Aces Saturday.

Seahawks had their chance
GAMES. FROM PAGE 6
advantage.
Wainwright said the home and
home split is not something to be
surprised with, "especially when
you return starters; they're bigger,

they're faster, they're stronger."
The Seahawks had a chance to
win the game in the final seconds
after McLeod made what turned
out to be his game-winning three
pointer. A missed UNCW shot at
the buzzer sealed the win for the
Falcons.

According to Wainwright, his
team's fortunes on that shot may
have been different if the same
situation had presented itself in
last season's game.
"(Our) effort was no different."
he said. "We might have made
that basket at home tonight."
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Algebra (abbr)
Missing in action (abbr
Horse, rabbit, etc
Malicious stare
Mistake
Southern state (abbr.)
Burned wood
Shakespearian king

9 Stir up
10 Completely
11 Bind
16 Wanderer
18 Bile

M

FT" 1—

54 Female horse

ACROSS
1 Doctor's group (abbr)
4 Withm the law
9 Cushion
12 Linear (abbr.)
13 Rub out
14_ Whitney
15 Type of dive
17 Take care of
19 Retarded person
21 Free
22 Shell fish
24 Steal

55 Angry

56 Wedding words
57 Rodent
59 Time zone (abbr.)
60 Robert E _

44 Trop. Am tree
46 Soil
48 Jelly-like
so combat between two persons

63 Tantalum symbol

51 Atom
53 Domesticates

26 Scheme
29 Supreme Moslem

55 Male title
58 Delicate hue
61 Fuss

ANSWERS

62H20
64
65
66
67

Direction (abbr)
Put on clothes
Ok) bread
Route (abbr.)

31 Brown

33 Age
34 N. England state (abbr
35 Morning moisture
37 Uncooked
39 Exists
40 Flightless bird
42 Male sheep
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Upstairs at:

Tuesday
Open Mic Night
18 & Over - No Cover Charge

Classified
Ads
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Campus Events

Services Offered

CELEBRATE THE LIGHT OF
HOPE

Santa Claus available for
Christmas Party. Reasonable rate.
Call 353-3144 or 352-8463

Annual Pre-Chnstmas
Campus Candlelight Mass

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Sunday, December 16, 2001
8:00PM Anderson Arena

Personals
Travel

Campus Events

•REMINDER-REMINDER"
1 day prior to publication
by 2pm
Si 05 per line.
$ 80 extra lor bold
Place your ad « 204 West Hall
• REMINDER-REMINDER• 1 Spring Break Vacations1
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas & Florida. Now hiring Campus Reps
1-800-234-7007

endlesssummertours.com

□I

»1 AbsoluteLowestSpringBreakPrice!
2)AwardWinningCustomerService!3)
FreeMealPlans4)CampusRepsTravelFree-EnoughReasons?1-8O0-3671252. spnngbreakdirecr com
••■Act Now! GuarantM ina oH
Spring BrMbPtlcetlSouth Padre.
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida & MardiGras. Reps
needed...Travel Free. EarnSSS.

800-838 8203www leisuretours.com
Wanted! SprinSLBrejkers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break to Cancun, the Bahamas. Jamaica, or Mazatlan FOR
FREE! To find oul how, call 1-888777-4642 or e-mail
Sales tf supcoastvacations conj.

I he Bowling Green State Universlt) Chapter

BGSU EXAM SPECIAL
$49 95 PER NIGHT plus tax
Sun. 12-9 thru Thurs. 12-13
Sun. 12-16 thru Thurs 12-20
Present coupon at check-in
Coupon in Mon.. Wed. & Fn's. paper
Best Western Falcon Plaza
1450 E Wcoster 419-352-4671
Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campustundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call
today' Contact
Campuslundraiser.com
ar (888)923-3238, or visit
www campuslundraiser.com

104 S. Main • 353-0988
18 & Over

Personals

Personals

Wanted

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS/
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED
SPRING SEMESTER FOR
BASKETBALL. APPLY 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK WEB
SITE COMPLETE AND RETURN
TAKE-HOME TEST BY JAN. 18.
MUST ATTEND CLINICS ON
JAN 22 AND 23.

Spice up
your personal Ad
with a
Display Personal!!

1 F.rmte. pref. senior or grad student to share a 3 bdrm condo. own
bdrm & full bath with garage &
laundry call 352-7594

Add a photo or
artwork
tor only
$18 or $24!!

1 lemalo roommaH nrndtd 3 txlrm
house. 812 Third Street
Call 352-5476

Spring Break-Nassau/Paradise Island. Cancun and Jamaica from
$459. Air, Hotel. Transfers, Parties
and More! Organize small groupearn FREE trips plus commissions!
Call 1-800-GET-SUN-1
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS/
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED
SPRING SEMESTER FOR TEAM
HANDBALL. APPLY 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK WEB
SITE. COMPLETE AND RETURN
TAKE-HOME TEST BY JAN.29.
MUST ATTEND CLINIC ON JAN 30
A young Caucasian 30 yr. old cou- ,
pie seek to adopt newborn. Will be ■
full-time mom and devoted dad. Expenses paid. Call Jen and Cliff
1-800-301-8471.

Deadline—2 days prior
by 4:00pm.
Stop in a 204 West Hall.

Call 372-6977 lor more info.
IT'S BURSARABLE!!
Silver Dollar Steakhouse
All your catering needs!
Place reservations/orders now!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

WATCH
BG24
NEWS

Quarters Bar & Grill
Great spirits! Great food!
Great service! Dine with us today!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

KRISTIE WELCH
JOSCELYN MOES
TIFFANY TARPLEY

□

MEAOAN HAYES

or the NAACP
proudly presents the

5th Annual Mr. and Miss
NAACP Extravagama

Stop Waiting
on the Web!

"Speaking Truth to Power"

888567.2318

"For all your
News,
Weather, &
Sports."
Tues.- Fri. 5:30 pm
Cable Channel 6

^oadRunnerOhio. com

a the 4f f'3 id
BG Us last to know

Wednesday, DecemberU, 20111
Obcamp mi
Spin, doors open ;it 7pm
llors d'oeurves served
Price - $5 for dues p.mi members,
IORMAI. vi TIKI:
Tickets on Sale Now!!!!!!!!!!!!
Olscamp I nhliv 12 noon until 5pm Monday-Frida)

tiii Yours Kurl\!
In) Questions Call 372-0529

n

20 Negative word
22 Desert animal
23 Beast of burden
25 Keep away
27 Get up
28 Pertains to nose
30 Female pronoun
32 Steal
36 Swish
38 Walks in water
41 All at once
43 Encountered
45 Sheen; gloss
47 Spot
49 Extension of collar
52 Items in newspaper

□

Wo.ri.-fc Money To

Now

LEASING
FOR FALL 2002

(ass© socas
OJ"

SItJJM

Bovuen-Thompson Student Union

GREENBKIAR. INC.

GREENB R I A R
•224 E. Wooster Bowling Green, OH 43402•352-0717*
Hours: Mon-Fri qam-spm
& Saturday Qam-ipm

"$"50.00

OFF YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT

j

I Bring this coupon in and receive $50.00 off each tenant's|
l security deposit. Must be used before 12/18/01. Available at.
Columbia Courts, Field Manor, Frazee Ave., East Merry,
* Heinz (including 5-4 & 506 N. Enterprise) and Mercer Manor. '

B&JS-CT

EiyxjrCjf^mojsr

ABROAD

Travel Grant Money is Available to Study Abroad
The Education Abroad Office of BGSU invites study abroad
proposals from undergraduate students who wish to go abroad
during Summer 2002, Fall 2002 and/or Spring 2003. Funding is
available for students participating in programs at least
three weeks in length.
Proposal forms can be picked up at the Center for International
|Programs (1106 Offenhauer West) starting December 3, 2001. For
more information, call 372-0479.
Deadline: January 31, 2002

Wfe have openings for:
General Food Service Workers.
Baker. Walt Staff.
ty* s u
Cashier. Cook * Helper ™ _

a3

If interested, contact: ==-J
UDSM©bgnet.bgsu.«du WM
or cad: 372-2771 &&£!*
iMtM Grew State University is in affirmative acrJoo/eqiul opportunity
educator and employer. 12/6

6 luesday. Uecemoer H.zOUl

DISPLAY
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Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

1 Female subleaser needed to
share 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. Close
to campus! Available now. Call Jamie 9 (419) 308-0282

Earn extra cash lor Christmas. Local
oflice in Perrysburg filling positions
NOW in customer sales/service.
S14.15 base-appt's; guaranteed
starling pay. Fun work environment
with other students Work 10-40 hrs.
per wk. Co-ops/scholarships awarded, conditions exist No telemarketing or door to door sales No exp.
necessary, we train. Must have a
positive attitude & people skills. Call
Mon. through Fri. 9a to 5p. 419-8741327 www.semesterbreakwork.com

" Room available starting now
S225 mo. including utilities
353-0325 10am-7pm

Bring d photo
We'll find the art

1 or 2 female subleasers needed.
Brand new house, would share
room, S233 plus util. Close to campus. Call 354-7279.

•It's Bursarable

1 rmte needed, will have room with
walk in closet and bathroom.
Located tn Burrwood Estates.
S280/mo: negotiable Call 308-4498

2x2 Examples = $24

1 -2 rmtes. needed lor spring semester in Campbell Hill Sublease-own
room. Call Leighann at 352-2336
3 Dec grad tickets needed
Will Pay
Please call Tom at 353-7480
Extra graduation tickets needed.
Will buy lor best oiler. Please call
354-5159 or 216-469-7136 Tony.
F. Subleaser needed lor Spring
Sem. $275/mo., on bus route.

353-2493
Female roommate needed ASAP for
2 bedroom condo. Laundry, own
room, full bath, garage. $350/mo,
negotiable Call 352-3738
Looking for full-sized futon in good
condition. Call 372-2285 until 4pm.
After 4pm call 352-2328
Need graduation tickets.
Will pay top dollar
Contact 352-3076.

Horse stable help needed. Exp.
helpful. 10 miles from campus. Must
work over breaks. 419-392-5893,
Laura

Subleaser lor Spring
Own room in duplex. S285 mo. &
utilities Call 354-6625.
Subleaser needed ASAP until May.
Male or female. Fun new house.
Call 353-2198.
Subleaser wanted. 1st mo. FREE!!
Nice 1 bdrm. avail. Jan. Located on
Napoleon Rd. The Highlands S425
mo. Call David 354-7946.
Subleaser wanted. Large 1 bdrm.
close to campus. S300'mo plus
utilities. Columbia Courts Apts Call
Aaron 353-5862 or (419)494 6885
Wanted: Dec. Graduation Tickets!
Call (419)666-7170 or e-mail Sarah
fsarah@bgnel.bgtu.edu.
Price negotiable
Will Pay SSSS
1, 2, or 3 Graduation Tickets
Call 354-7330 Jess.

Help Wanted
Deadline:

2

business

days

prior by

4:00

•

Come

to

204 West

Hall
S225. 5 days. 4 hrs. per day
Afternoon paper route sub. Must

<>>>50<XXX>C<X>C>0^^

have reliable 08^27 Jan 2

jbtiauiesi a new- ^tinewti/m m GaUecje ApGAttnetit Jlioma!

1 bedroom apt.. S365 mo. & elec.
BQS'J Shuttle
Call 354-1035
1 Large Room & Bath Efficiency
352-5822
2 & 3 bdrm. furn. apt w/ AC
Available Now
352-7454

Make a diflerence in the life ol a
child this summer. The Akron Area
YMCA is seeking Lileguards. camp
counselors, teen program counselors and adventure trip counselors
lor a traditional and special needs
camp. Looking lor caring individuals
with strong values. See us at the
Job Fair on 3/20/02 1-800-9449705 lor more information. .

233 W. Merry 4 BR allows 4 unrelated people. $775/month Available
Immediately. Call 354-2854

Miscellaneous Help Needed
Around Apartment Complex
Call 353-0325 10am - 7pm

Available Aug. 15.2002
11 1/2 month lease. 686-4651.
3/4bdrm house 226 E Merry S1200
p/utilities. 3bdrm house 718 3rd st
S800 p/utilities. 3/4 bdrm house
118 Clay St S1200 p/utihties
3 bdrm apart 443 N. Enterprise
S600 p.' utilities 1 bdrm apart. 443
N. Enterprise S350 p/utilities .
Efficiency 443 N Enterprise $300
p/utilities. 2 bdrm house 819 N.
Summit S500 p/utilities
2 bdrm 112 ridge st S450 p/utilit-

Now hiring wait stall, hosl'hostess.
bus persons and kitchen help. Flexible hrs., excellent money, no experience necessary, will work with your
schedule Yoko Japanese Restaurant 465 W. Dussel Or Maumee
OH Call 893-2290

Rmte. needed for 3 bdrm house
Dec/Jan $350 include! utll.
372-7763
Sitter needed in our Perrysburg
home lor 1 1/2 yr old boy beginning
Jan-June 8-4 M-F references required call 873-8398.

•-2002-2003 now signing leases for
houses, apts. and rooms. Will mail
listing or pick up at 316 E. Merry #3.
24 hrs. ?'s call 353-0325 10am-7pm.

For Sale
1995 Chrysler New Yorker Great
cond, fully loaded, blue, beige leather interior, new tires, key less entry,
vehicle theft.cruise & air. only 65K
mi $7,500. OBO 352-0781
■86 Audi 4000 CS Special Edition
leather interior. CD player Moon
root 140K mi. $1800 OBO 3526427
'95 Caravan 45.000 miles. $5,995
call (419)352-3257
Bed - Queen pillow top. new. in
plastic Full manufacturer's warranty Retail $800 Sacrifice $199. Can
deliver. Call 419-392-7465
Bed full size pillow-top mattress set.
New in plastic. Retail $599. Sell
$179. Call (419) 392-7465.
Cannon Microsoft 95, internet ready
Nmova Media Computer. $400
OBO Come see it. 353-2812.
MICE ANY SIZE!!!
.50 CENTS
CALL (4191 457-3492.

334 N. Mam Lg. 3 bdrm apt Avail.
spring sem. $800/mo. Near campus
and downtown 352-4197.
Apartment available Jan 10. 2 bdrm.
2 bath lurnished. $600/mo plus
electric Call 352-0717

"Washer and Dryer in each apt!
'Resort-style pool with Jacuzzi
'State ol art computer center
'Private bedrooms
Sterling University Enclave
353-5100
F needed to share large house 5
bdroom. 3 1/2 bath, 3 decks, big
yard $375 includes util 686-0433
Houses S Apts lor 2002-2003
school year 1 to 4 person homes
available.-12 mo. leases only. Sieve
Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710. No
calls alter 8 pm-listing al 532
Manville.
I bdrm apt avail lor sublease Jan.2.
Part turn., recently remodeled 2 blks
from campus $355. mo *elec. 3736301.
Lower Duplex Available Dec. 1 st
Grad Students Prelerred

352 5822

OAKLEY SUNGLASSES
Prescription and non-prescription
Ray-ban. Gargoyles, and Serengetti
also available. John T Archer & Associates 1222 Ridgewood BG
352-2502
Sailboat 4 Trailer S400 15ft.Chrysler
Mutineer plus sails and safety equipment Call 373 1791

Cla-Zcl Theatre
Downtown BG. • 353-1361
www.cla-zel.com

Rooms for rent in spring semester
Utilities included, from $2505350/mo II interested call 352-0429
Subleaser needed ""mediately. 2
bdrm house close to campus.
$450/mo . utilities Call 354-6489
SUBLEASER NEEDED 1
BEDROOM APT $410/MOINCL
ALL UTILS. CALL 419-352-9892
■ WANTED CubJeaser for Jan-Aug
2002 2 bdrm apt within walking
distance to campus Rent very
reasonable Call (419) 373-0315
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706 Napoleon
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.suhenclave.com

♦ FREE full size washer and dryer in
every apartment
♦ Private bedrooms with individual leases
♦ 24 hour emergency maintenance
♦ Brand new apartments
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub

Starting at 4pm
Choose from:

♦ Furnished apartments available
♦ Fitness center with cardiovascular and
free weights
♦ State-of the-Art computer center

•Spaghetti
•Chop Steak

juwfini

STE AK HOUSE

1021 S. Main St.
352-0123

163 So.li Miin St /Bowling Green

♦ Free resident parking
♦ All new appliances including microwave

$50 OFF
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